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Abstract: This study aims to examine the reliability of the technical analysis 
(TA) approach in Indonesian stock exchanges, specifically moving-average 
trading rule to determine buy/sell signals. Using ten-year data from 2008–2017, 
our study examines various exponential moving average (EMA) lengths 
ranging from shorter duration to longer duration. After considering transaction 
fee, the findings indicate that EMA are profitable indicators in Indonesian stock 
markets. Furthermore, this study also finds that higher (lower) return are 
produced by longer (shorter) EMA lengths. These results contribute to 
international investors for country-picking strategy including trading strategy in 
emerging markets. 
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This paper is a revised and expanded version of a paper entitled ‘Examining 
trading strategies using trend following indicators for Indonesian stock market’ 
presented at SIBR 2018 Hong Kong Conference, Hong Kong, 29–30 
September, 2018. 

 

1 Introduction 

The capital market is a means for companies to obtain funding and as well as an 
investment tool for the investors to allocate their funds in accordance with the needs and 
preferences of return and risk of each investor. In order to perform its function to allocate 
funds, it is very important that investors can earn positive return on their investment, 
otherwise they will choose to get out of the market. When investors decide to invest in 
equity market, they are exposed to wide variety selection of industrial stocks that make 
them must analyse many stocks from various industries (Bahri, 2015). In general, when 
some events occur, market will react quickly to adjust (Gunaasih and Nursasmito, 2015). 
Therefore, various ways are performed so that investors obtain optimal returns or at least 
investors do not bear unnecessary risks on their investment. 

Various analytical perspectives are discussed by experts so that we can predict future 
stock prices and make decisions to gain profit or minimise risk. When fundamental 
analysis focuses on the intrinsic value by considering the economic, financial, and 
numerous factors affecting future stock prices, technical analysis (TA) is an approach 
using price and volume data to capture patterns and trends. Both of methods are popular 
for investors. Related to those strategies, Flanegin and Rudd (2005) present a survey of 
academicians and practitioners in US, and their research shows that technical analysis is 
very popular in practice, but it is not considered useful for academician. Conversely, 
portfolio theory is not considered by practitioners. Although the benefits of TA are still 
challenged by financial experts, in fact TA is commonly used in the capital market. Many 
capital market practitioners use TA to define buying and selling strategies in order to gain 
higher returns than passive strategies. This is also supported by the fact that TA is 
accessible to practitioners in the form of guidebooks (Pring, 2014), in the form of tools 
provided by online brokers (e.g., https://www.suretrader.com) and also widely discussed 
in the online investment forum (e.g., https://stockaholics.net). 

TA is usually performed by documenting the capital market activities into chart. 
Following Elliot’s statement on the wave principle, Brown (2012) believes that the 
market moves in a specific pattern that is called the wave. This wave repeats over time. 
This wave is believed to represent crowd psychology (the tendency to mimic the 
behaviour of those around us) where price movements reflect the cycle of market 
optimism and market pessimism. Technical traders look for the wave pattern and try to 
exploit the advantage of price movements reflected in the wave. 

There are many technical trading strategies, whether individual or combinations of 
trading rules. Each of these strategies may provide an opposing prediction about future 
price movements. Of the many trading strategies covered in TA, one of the most 
interesting is the moving average (MA) strategy. Quite a lot of evidence suggests that the 
moving average strategy is able to predict the behaviour or pattern of return distribution, 
although Taylor (2011) believes that the success of this strategy was limited until before 
1990. According to Gunasekarage and Power (2001) the use of moving average trading 
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rules has predictive ability of market indices in the developed stock markets (UK and US) 
as well as in emerging markets. And based on their research, the MA strategy provides 
higher returns than the buy and hold strategy in emerging markets in the South Asian 
Stock Market. 

This study uses MA trading strategy for several reasons. First, the conceptual reason. 
In TA, there are two approaches: the classical approach and the modern approach. The 
classical approach emphasises the qualitative data, in which data is described in the form 
of charts and trends are inferred based on those charts, such as candlestick patterns, head 
and shoulder patterns and many others chart types/patterns. The classical approach is 
rarely tested in the academic literature because it is very subjective and hard (if not 
impossible) to quantify. The modern approach emphasises quantitative data, making it 
easier to verify and test its objectivity. The most popular modern TA approach is MA 
strategies. This MA approach is widely used by the stock trading menu, e.g., Yahoo 
Finance. MA also reaches more attention from academic point of view. Based on the 
study of Wong et al. (2003), MA is a better strategy than other TA strategies. Second, as 
MA is the most popular strategies in TA, it is also known as trend following strategies. 
This means that prices move with the trend. If the investors are not “the market maker”, 
then it is better for them to follow the trends. Market discount everything, so it means all 
information known by informed investors have been already reflected in price. For 
individual investors or noise traders, all they need to do is follow the trends and MA 
strategy support this. Third, previous empirical studies present that MA indicators is 
useful in building trading system (Wong et al., 2003; McKenzie, 2007). 

This study uses Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) data. IDX is one of the emerging 
markets in Asia. Based on data presented by Index Mundi, in 2016, market capitalisation 
of US stock market is US$27 trillion. It is the biggest market capitalisation in the world. 
In the same year, Indonesian stock market capitalisation is only US$ 426 million 
(www.indexmundi.com). That number is lower than Singapore, Thailand, and Malaysian 
stock market. McKenzie (2007) states that technical analysis gives benefit in emerging 
markets, including Indonesia. Another reason, Fan and Wong (2002) present the data that 
firms in Indonesia have lower earnings informativeness than other South-East Asia 
countries. Our study uses technical analysis as an alternative strategy to financial 
information. 

Our study presents that technical analysis is useful in determining time to buy and sell 
for individual stocks in Indonesian stock market. Using many MA indicators, our results 
are robust. Technical analysis using MA trading rule generates profit. After considering 
transaction cost, most of trading strategy using MA indicators still generate profit, except 
MA five and ten days. Those conditions indicate that overtrading degrades the 
performance of investors who use shorter trading strategy. After comparing shorter and 
longer MA strategy, we give evidence that shorter (longer) MA generates lower (higher) 
return. 

Our study gives benefit to trading strategy research in emerging markets. 
International investors can use the result of this study for country-picking strategy. We 
also believe that this research contributes to investment communities (foreign or domestic 
investors) who want to invest their funds in Indonesian stock market. 

In discussing our trading strategy research using MA, we explain the theoretical 
background in Section 2. Data and methodology are provided in Section 3. In Section 4, 
our paper shows the results and analysis. Conclusion and limitation are presented in the 
last section. 
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2 Theoretical background 

Trading system is a group of parameters that generate sell and buy signal without 
ambiguity. In trading system, investors set the formula to buy or sell so that trading 
system can continue making profit or minimising risk. Buying and selling signals are 
mostly generated by technical indicators and TA return is determined by the difference 
between buying and selling price. Specifically, before using TA signals, investors have to 
determine stock trend by using one of trend following indicators, because one of the basic 
principles of technical analysis is ‘price moves in trend’ (Murphy, 1999). This study uses 
trend following indicator to follow the price movement. Moving average (MA) is the 
most commonly used by technician for determining trend. It is also used as an indicator 
in many studies (Brock et al., 1992; Bessembinder and Chan, 1995; Fifield et al., 2005), 
and McKenzie, 2007) 

The MA tries to lessen stock price fluctuations into smoothed trends so that the 
distortion is reduced to a minimum. Three main types of MA used in technical analysis 
are: simple, weighted, and exponential MA (Pring, 2014). These MA indicators are also 
presented in Chart Nexus or Yahoo Finance. MA produces buy and sell signals when the 
price cuts its average price. Price movement follows trend, which can be up trend or 
downtrend. When stock prices cross above their average rating from below, this indicates 
the current price is higher than the previous price and the price is said to be in an uptrend. 
At this moment buy signals occur. Conversely, if the prices cross below its average value, 
it indicates that the current price is lower than the previous price and it says that the price 
is in a downtrend and refers to a sell signal. 

This study uses behavioural finance theory, instead of market efficient theory.  
We believe that price fluctuation is composed by irrational aspect of market participants. 
TA indicators capture investors behaviour. This signal will help uninformed investor to 
decide their investment strategies and earn profit (or minimise loss) from the market. 

H1: TA indicators using MA signals generate profit. 

TA focuses on the market reaction and there are many combinations of indicators that 
investors could use. It involves a lot of subjectivity from its users. Since MA strategies 
are trend following indicators, so traders who use MA trading rule should follow the 
trend. More active traders (less active traders) usually choose shorter (longer) duration of 
MA and follow on minor (major) trends. For traders who follow the minor trend, they 
tend to be trapped in over-trading activity. It means that their trading frequency is too 
high, and it becomes counterproductive to their investment objectives which would end 
up in lower return or even loss. We propose the second hypothesis: 

H2: TA indicators using longer (shorter) duration of MA result higher (lower) return. 

3 Data and methodology 

Our data consists of ten years of daily stock price listed in Indonesia Stock Exchange 
(IDX). We use this sample because it represents emerging countries that usually has less 
efficient market. Some studies (McKenzie, 2007) present that technical analysis is useful 
in Indonesia. Developing those study, our research uses individual stock rather than index 
data. 
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In the first step, we collect individual stock price data from all public firms in 
Indonesia from the beginning of 2008 until the end of 2017. We find that among 
approximately 500 listed firms, only 286 listed firms have transaction from that period. 
After gathering the complete data, we sort those data based on trading day. Most of 
individual stocks in Indonesia do not have enough trading day, because it is not liquid 
market. We select 50 stocks that have the most trading day. When firms do not have 
trading day, price information and technical analysis signal are less reliable. This 
condition can produce higher probability of failed signal or unprofitable transaction. 

There are many indicators of technical analysis. We select moving average trading 
rule, because that indicator determines price trend. Understanding the trend is very 
important to investors. In bullish (bearish) market, price tends to move to higher (lower) 
level. To convince the results, our study uses several MA, those are: simple moving 
average (SMA), weighted moving average (WMA), and exponential moving average 
(EMA). Expanding the depth of results, this research utilises many variation of MA 
length from 5-day MA until 100-day MA. The step of optimisation is multiples to five, 
then total MA length used is 20 MA from 5, 10, 15, until 100. SMA formula can be 
calculated using this equation: 

SMA(n)0 = (CP0 + CP1 + CP2 +  + CPn–1)/n (1) 

SMA(n)0 is simple MA on day 0 using n period. CP0 is closing price on day 0. CP1 (CP2) 
is closing price on one (two) day before day 0. Symbol n is the length of MA. Developing 
SMA, we also use WMA. The formula is stated in equation (2). 

WMA(n)0 = (CP0.n + CP1. (n – 1) + CP2. (n – 2) +... + CPn. 1)/(n. (n + 1)/2) (2) 

WMA(n)0 is weighted MA on day 0 using n period. The use of CP and n is similar to 
equation (1). Expanding the test, we also use EMA. The formula is presented in  
equation (3). 

EMA(n)0 = ((CP0 – EMAn–1). m) + EMAn– (3) 

where, m is multiplier that is calculated using (2/(n + 1)) and initial EMA(n) has same 
number with SMA(n). 

After forming chart of price and MA, buying and selling signals are determined when 
prices penetrate their MA. Price crosses above (below) a moving average generate buy 
(sell) signal. Buy signal can be written using CPt > MAt when CPt–1 < MAt–1. MAt  
(MAt–1) is MA value on day t (one day before day t). It means that closing price on day t 
(CPt) is higher than its MA on day t when closing price on day t–1 (CPt–1) is higher than 
its MA on day t–1. 

Conversely, sell signal should be presented CPt < MAt when CPt–1 > MAt–1. When 
closing price on day t (CPt) is lower than its MA on day t (Mat) and closing price on day 
t–1 (CPt–1) is higher than its MA on day t–1 (MAt–1), buy signal produced. 

Closing price of stock i when buy signal produced on day x is Pb,i,x (Ps,i,x). Return of 
individual. stock using MA(n) signal on day x presented in equation (4). 

RtMA(n),I = (Ps,i,x – Pb,i,x)/Pb,i,x (4) 

Cumulative return of individual stock using MA(n) stated as CRtMA(n),i. and average 
cumulative return of individual stock using MA(n) stated as ACRtMA(n). The first 
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hypothesis predicts that ACRtMA(n),i > 0. For the second hypothesis, we expect that β1 > 0. 
The symbol of nMA is describe MA length. 

ACRtMA(n) = a + β1. nMA + e (5) 

4 Result and discussion 

This study tests the performance of trend following indicators using 5-day until 100-day 
EMA to capture EMA usefulness on very short-term to longer trading horizon. Better 
performance is indicated by the ability of technical analysis to produce positive return 
(profit). Table 1 provides the profitability of EMA in Indonesian stock market. 

Table 1 Profitability of EMA in Indonesian stock market using daily data (January 2, 2008–
December 29, 2017) 

n 
EMA 

periods EMA return (no fee) 
EMA return  
(after fee) t-value 

50 5 235.80% –45.47%  –5.5800653*** 

50 10 242.21% –2.79%  –0.152562  

50 15 317.50% 54.94%  1.6077723* 

50 20 286.18% 64.75%  1.9811345** 

50 25 255.84% 66.10%  2.245794** 

50 30 259.04% 81.20%  2.3636647** 

50 35 272.36% 101.60%  2.5752677*** 

50 40 261.68% 101.90%  2.6804067*** 

50 45 257.68% 107.72%  2.8376788*** 

50 50 282.07% 128.01%  2.7636891*** 

50 55 256.53% 120.40%  2.9513811*** 

50 60 229.44% 106.87%  3.056681*** 

50 65 236.43% 116.08%  3.2650597*** 

50 70 236.53% 120.42%  3.3081409*** 

50 75 241.31% 129.30%  3.0087483*** 

50 80 246.58% 135.81%  3.2938619*** 

50 85 236.93% 132.42%  3.6257737*** 

50 90 247.61% 143.30%  3.336042*** 

50 95 242.04% 142.59%  3.1203186*** 

50 100 234.92% 139.38%  3.3179262*** 

*, **, *** significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. 

Signals produced by EMA(5) generate 235.8% for 10 years, but after considering 
transaction fee, the return is dropped to –45.47%. EMA(10) also present the same result. 
Return of EMA(10) is 242.21% for the same period, but the transaction fee make this 
strategy gives –2.79%. Both of indicators do not produce profitable strategy and H1 is not 
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supported using those methods. Conversely, after using longer duration of EMA, H1 is 
supported. The results are robust when our findings show that EMA(15) until EMA(100) 
generate profitable return. Signals from EMA(100) results 139.38%, and it is significant 
at 1%. H1 is supported. Using SMA and WMA indicators, our research finds the same 
results (untabulated). TA using SMA, WMA, and EMA generally produce profitable 
return when those are applied in Indonesian stock market. 

Overtrading degrades the performance of this indicator because of transaction fee. 
This argument is examined in H2. After processing the data, we find that H2 is also 
supported. The results are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2 The impact of EMA length to its return (January 2, 2008-December 29, 2017) 

  Coefficients Standard error t- Stat p-value 
Intercept 0.297723 0.095115606 3.130121 <0.01 
nMA 0.013238 0.001588019 8.336267 <0.01 
F-test 69.49335    
Adjusted R Square 0.782841    
Observations* 20    

*Each observation is based on mean of technical analysis return from fifty stocks  
for 10 years. 

Using average cumulative return based on EMA indicators, we present evidence that after 
considering transaction fee, longer EMA duration produce higher return and vice versa. 
This statement is concluded based on p-value of ACRtMA(n). So, H2 is supported. It can be 
inferred based on positive coefficient produced by the regression and it is significant at 
1%. 

Our examination indicates that trend following indicators using SMA, WMA, and 
EMA produce profitable trading strategies. Using duration from 15 until 100, the findings 
are robust for MA trading strategy using daily data for 10 years in Indonesian stock 
market. Investors and investment managers or hedge funds managers can use this strategy 
to minimise loss or maximise return. Implicitly, stocks price data produce information 
content for stock traders. This phenomenon represents the weak-form efficient market. 

The results contribute to trading strategy studies. By using daily data, our findings 
indicate that shorter EMA stimulate overtrading. It produces high return, but the profit is 
eliminated by transaction fee. It implies that stock traders or hedge-fund managers have 
to use longer EMA to produce optimal return. Conceptually, longer trend following 
indicators build stronger signals and higher probability of successful signals. These 
findings confirm that argument. 

5 Conclusion 

This study examines the reliability of TA strategies in generating profits. In a market that 
tends to be less efficient, as in emerging markets, TA strategies are more profitable than 
in developed markets. This is because the TA strategy is based on price movements and 
trading volumes in previous periods which further create buy and sell signals. One of the 
most widely used TA strategies is the MA trading strategy, that is used in this study. 
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Developed from previous studies, in this study MA trading strategy is applied to 
individual stock instead of market index. 

The results of this study show that buy and sell signals resulting from TA strategy 
generate profits. These results are robust for various TA strategies; which are: MA, 
WMA or EMA with various durations, i.e., short term (5 days) to long term (100 days). 
Since MA is a trend following strategy, MA will generate higher profit if traders follow 
major trends (long-term duration) compared to minor trends (short term duration). The 
test results prove that MA that is applied by following minor trends generate less profit. 
Moreover, after considering the transaction fee, MA short duration strategy causes losses. 
These results indicate that if traders use MA strategy, they must follow major trends, so 
they do not get caught up with overtrading activity that is contra productive to their 
investment goals. 

This study has implication to professional investors to help them make a better 
decision by using this MA trading strategy. This study also contributes to international 
investors for country-picking strategy and they can also use MA trading strategy if they 
decide to invest in Indonesian stock market. 

There are several limitations on this study that also can be developed in future 
research. First, we only use trend following indicators. Oscillators indicators should be 
used for future researches. Second, the use of international data will produce more 
contribution, such as considering Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) factors, political 
stability and economic growth (Bakar and Afolabi, 2017) and also considering how the 
correlation of stock exchange across countries, such as between stock exchange in 
ASEAN countries (Chaiboonsri and Chaitip, 2017). Third, this study can use financial 
information to interact technical analysis and fundamental information, such as earnings 
management and corporate strategy (Muktiyanto, 2017). 
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